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Rolandseck, 24 May 2017 

Press release 

»Henry Moore – Vision. Creation. Obsession« 

 (Exhibition 28 May 2017– 7 January 2018) 

 

Press Conference: Wednesday, 24 May 2017, 10 a.m. 

Exhibition Opening: Sunday, 28 May 2017, 11 a.m.  

  

 

»Everything I do I intend to make on large scale.«   

      

Henry Moore 

 

10 Years Arp Museum Bahnhof Rolandseck: The museum is celebrating in a 
big way – with numerous large-scale sculptures and a comprehensive exhibi-
tion of the work of Henry Moore (1898–1986). The British sculptor is among the 
most important international artists of the post-war period. His organically 
shaped large-scale figures and ensembles grace the centers of many German 
cities.  
 
With its light-flooded contemporary structure designed by the celebrated architect 
Richard Meier, the Arp Museum Bahnhof Rolandseck in the city of Remagen is an 
ideal exhibition space for large-scale sculpture. This year the patronage museum 
of the avant-garde sculptor Hans Arp is celebrating its 10th year anniversary and 
will take the opportunity to present works by one of the great modern sculptors: 
Henry Moore (1898–1986). 
  
On three levels and in the museum’s outdoor exhibition space the Arp Mu-
seum will be presenting the remarkable British artist’s multi-faceted and influential 
oeuvre in collaboration with the Henry Moore Foundation. Extending from the shores 
of the Rhine to the museum’s front courtyard, continuing into the building complex 
and upwards into the modern structure overlooking the river, the exhibition includes 
large-scale works that measure up to 9 meters wide and 3 meters high. Some of 
Moore’s monumental outdoor sculptures will be presented for the first time in an inte-
rior space.  
 
In juxtaposition with paintings and sculptures from the Collection Rau for 
UNICEF, the exhibition traces Moore’s acute interest in Old Masters from the Italian 
Gothic period and Renaissance and his enthusiasm for 19th-century French paint-
ing. At the same time a dialogue with works by Hans Arp will reveal commonalities 
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and differences between the two abstract sculptors, who would set the standard for 
the future development of modern sculpture.  
 
In the year 1979 Henry Moore’s monumental sculpture Large Two Forms was 
erected in front of the former German Chancellery in Bonn. The exhibition will 
examine the genesis of this work, which as a result of media coverage of political 
developments was for many decades the sculpture shown most frequently on Ger-
man television. In this way Large Two Forms became a kind of artistic symbol for 
the Federal Republic of Germany. From the 1970s onwards Henry Moore was a fre-
quent guest of the museum. In 1977 a major exhibition of his graphic work was pre-
sented in the “Kunstbahnhof” (as the museum was known at the time). In 1978 his 
monumental sculpture Large Standing Figure Knife Edge was placed on display in 
Rolandseck. For some time it stood on the shores of the Rhine in front of the train 
station. An insightful portrait by Lothar Wolleh, which depicts Henry Moore in the 
year 1979 in the Bahnhof Rolandseck’s festive hall, recalls the numerous points of 
contact between the museum and artist. 
 
The exhibition carefully examines the triad Vision. Creation. Obsession. At the 
center of Moore’s works stands his life-long vision of humanity in art. The juxtaposi-
tion of works by the Old Masters allows visitors to experience the artist’s love of me-
dieval art and its humanistic ethos. Creation or artistic originality: “Don’t depict. Cre-
ate.” – This was the artistic motto of Arp and Moore alike, as Oliver Kornhoff, director 
of the Arp Museum Bahnhof Rolandseck, observes in his penetrating catalogue text. 
In a comprehensive “rendez-vous des amis” the exhibition vividly presents the con-
nection between Arp and Moore. For both artists nature was the most important 
point of reference, an inexhaustible source of inspiration for which they provided a 
specific form with their fascination for biomorphic shapes. The third aspect, obses-
sion, refers to Moore’s love for large-scale works: “Everything I do, I intend to make 
on a large scale.” With this phrase Henry Moore describes his own creative process. 
Ever since he was a student he harboured the “desire to make sculpture which you 
could walk around and into, which you could almost inhabit”. Art, to which he de-
voted himself throughout his life with all his energy – and that after his initial suc-
cesses he was able to focus on exclusively. 
 
The exhibition offers a unique view of the elements that would turn Henry Moore 
into one of the most well-known sculptors of our age. It invites visitors to marvel at 
his masterful enormous bronze sculptures, reveals the sources of the artist’s creative 
energy (ranging from the medieval art to Hans Arp), and celebrates the inexhaustible 
interplay between architecture and sculpture, inside and outside, nature and art. 
With its characteristic architecture, large light-flooded halls and unique natural sur-
roundings, the museum offers a uniquely fitting presentation for Moore’s works, 
above all his large-scale sculptures, which have never before been presented so 
comprehensively in Germany. 
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General Information  
 
Arp Museum Bahnhof Rolandseck      

Hans-Arp-Allee 1 

53424 Remagen 

Tel. +49(0) 22 28 92 55-0  

Fax. +49(0) 22 28 94 25 21 

info@arpmuseum.org 

www.arpmuseum.org 

 

Opening times: Tuesday to Sunday and on holidays from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.  

Admission: 10 Euro, reduced rates 8 Euro (applies to the entire museum); 4 Euro, reduced 

rates 2 Euro (railway station building only) 

 

You will find our complete program at: www.arpmuseum.org 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/arpmuseumbahnhofrolandseck 

Twitter (#arpmuseum) 

PRESS MATERIAL 

Press releases and press photos for the exhibition may be found on the Homepage of the 

Arp Museums at:  

http://arpmuseum.org/museum/ueber-uns/presse.html 

 
  

http://www.arpmuseum.org/
http://www.facebook.com/arpmuseumbahnhofrolandseck
https://twitter.com/#!/arpmuseum
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Preview of exhibitions, 2017/2018 

 

 

 

Annual theme 2017   

 

“10 Years Arp Museum Bahnhof Rolandseck” 

 

28 May 2017 – 7 January 2018  Henry Moore – Vision. Creation. Ob-

session 

 

23 July – 5 November 2017 The eye is a peculiar animal – Photo-

graphies and Perception Instruments 

by Werner Klotz 

 

16 September 2017 10-year anniversary celebration of 

the Arp Museum Bahnhof Roland-

seck 

 

26 November 2017 – 22 April 2018 Collages. The Meerwein Collection. 

Second Cutout 

 

 

Annual theme 2018 

(will be given later) 

 

Until 7 January 2018  Henry Moore – Vision. Creation. Ob-

session 

 

18 February 2018 AufDADAtakt 

 

18 February 2018 until January 2019 Sammlung Arp 

 Rendez-vous des amis: 

 Hans Arp und Kurt Switters 
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Henry Moore – Vision. Creation. Obsession 

28 May 2017 – 7 January 2018 

 
Henry Moore, Oval with Points, 1968–70, reproduced by permission of 

The Henry Moore Foundation, photo: Chris Kozarich 

 

This year the Arp Museum Bahnhof Rolandseck is cele-

brating its 10th year anniversary and will take the oppor-

tunity to present works by one of the great modern sculp-

tors: Henry Moore (1898–1986). At the centre of the ex-

hibition stand a selection of his monumental sculptures, 

presented within the extraordinary architecture of Richard 

Meier – the first time that the works will be shown in-

doors.  

With views of the Siebengebirge hills and Rhine River in 

the background, an inexhaustible interplay unfolds between architecture and sculpture, inte-

rior and exterior, nature and art. In the 1970s the artist was a guest of the Bahnhof Roland-

seck on several occasions. Forty years later this exhibition also examines what is probably 

his most well-known work in Germany – the sculpture Large Two Forms, which stands in 

front of the former German Chancellery in Bonn. For over two decades this sculpture was 

the artistic symbol of the Federal Republic of Germany. 

 

 
 
 
Rendez-vous des amis 
Creation – Henry Moore & Hans Arp 
28 May 2017 – 7 January 2018 
 

Hans Arp, Aus dem Reich der Gnome [From the 
Kingdom of Gnomes], 1949, © VG Bild-Kunst, 
Bonn 2017, photo: Mick Vincenz,  
Henry Moore, Head and Shoulders, ca. 1935, 
photo: Sarah Mercer, reproduced by permission of 
The Henry Moore Foundation 

 
An interest in forms found in nature and 

the processes of transformation con-

nected Hans Arp and his companion and 

fellow artist Henry Moore. Embedded in 

the presentation of the collection, this 

fascinating juxtaposition demonstrates 

how both artists utilized a great variety of natural forms and found objects like stones, roots 

and bones as the point of departure for many works. In the 1930s Moore turned to new in-

fluences, including surrealism and above all biomorphism, which at that time was already the 
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fundamental principle of Hans Arp’s work. Moore was particularly fascinated by organic de-

formations of the human body, which always remained the central subject of his work. It is 

possible to recognize anthropomorphic elements in what at first glance appear to be abstract 

sculptures. 

 

Though Hans Arp’s poetic titles suggest associations with human beings, his language of 

shapes is for the most part quite distant from the forms of the human body. The oval forms 

characteristic of his work symbolize nature’s transformational processes. 

 
 

 
Kunstkammer Rau 
Vision – Henry Moore & the Old Masters 
28 May 2017 – 7 January 2018 

 
Antonio Rossellino, Madonna with Child, 15th cen-
tury 
© Arp Museum Bahnhof Rolandseck/ Collection Rau 
for UNICEF, photo: Horst Bernhard,  
Henry Moore, Working model for Mother and Child: 
Hood, 1982, reproduced by permission of The Henry 
Moore Foundation, photo: Henry Moore Archive 

 
The Kunstkammer Rau will be presenting 

two little known aspects of the sculptor 

Henry Moore’s work. From his enthusiasm 

for Michelangelo as a school student to his 

first journey to Italy in 1925, Moore’s inter-

est in art of the Italian Renaissance was of essential importance. Moore admired the “spiri-

tual vitality” of Pisano and Crivelli, the concentrated force of their forms, which he saw as 

valuable precedents for his own work. Moore was increasingly influenced by such 19th cen-

tury French painters as Courbet and Renoir. While still in secondary school he studied the 

latest developments in European art and was able to expand this knowledge at university, in 

London’s museums and in the course of regular trips to Paris. In a unique presentation, the 

Kunstkammer Rau has brought together some of the sources of the creative energy that 

allowed Henry Moore to become one of the most important artists of the 20th century. 
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The eye is a peculiar animal – Photographies and Perception Instru-

ments by Werner Klotz 

23 July – 5 November 2017 

 

Werner Klotz, Potosi, 2014, © VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn 2017 

 

The artist Werner Klotz is a long-standing friend of the 

Arp Museum and has realized several site-specific 

works at the Bahnhof Rolandseck (ceremonial hall, 

Travel Bar of Dionysus (1996 - 2014), stairwell). Acti-

vated by the motion of the viewers moving around the 

room, ten double mirrors measuring 100 x 100 cm 

rotate vertically around their own axis. Six additional 

mirrors of the same size, three with a stainless steel surface, rotate horizontally around their 

axis within a frame construction. 

The windows on one side of the room offer views of the trains coming in and out of the sta-

tion, while from the other side one sees ships moving along the Rhine. Due to the reflections 

and counter reflections of the interactive arrangement of mirrors, the moving trains, ships, 

cars and rail passengers enter the interior space, mixing with the movement of the museum 

visitors, yielding a coincidental “choreography” that allows visitors to become part of the ac-

tion. 

 

Collages.  

The Meerwein Collection. Second Cutout 

26 November 2017 – 22 April 2018 

 
Jürgen O. Olbrich mit W. Hainke, Ohne Titel, 1985, Foto: Daniel 

Rettig, © und Foto: Daniel Rettig 

 

In 2015 an extensive donation of nearly 400 collages 

was made to the Arp Museum Bahnhof Rolandseck 

by the collector Gerhard Meerwein, a native of Mainz, 

Germany. The First Cutout was the initial presentation 

of works from the Meerwein Collection at the Arp Mu-

seum Bahnhof Rolandseck. This exhibition focused on 

the figure of Gerhard Meerwein as a collector, who 

was honoured with the Order of Merit from the state of Rhineland-Palatinate. His collection 

demonstrates the great range and complexity of collage as a medium, with works that for the 

most part were created in Germany. 
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The Second Cutout places emphasis on individual artists who lived in Rhineland-Palatinate 

and in the collector’s immediate surroundings. The artists’ affinity to the region – which 

Gerhard Meerwein actively helped shape – was one important aspect, as was the collector’s 

friendship with the individual artists. A selection of works by each artist with supporting mate-

rial, including catalogues and other publications, provides a look into each individual body of 

work. 

 

Prof. Gerhard Meerwein comments: “A variety of friendships and intense acquaintanceships 

have resulted from direct purchases. In some cases over the course of the years I acquired 

a variety of works, so that different forms of expression from a single artist can be seen. Re-

lationships with artists also resulted from purchases from galleries.”  
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Henry Moore, Large Reclining Figure, 1984, 

Reproduced by permission of The Henry Moore 

Foundation, photo: Mick Vincenz 

 

Henry Moore, Oval with Points, 1968–70, Repro-

duced by permission of The Henry Moore Foun-

dation, photo: Chris Kozarich 

 

Henry Moore, Goslar Warrior, 1973–74, Repro-

duced by permission of The Henry Moore Foun-

dation, photo: Mick Vincenz 

Press illustrations for the exhibition »Henry Moore – Vision. Creation. 

Obession « 
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Henry Moore, Three Piece Sculpture: Vertebrae, 

1968–69, Reproduced by permission of The 

Henry Moore Foundation, photo: Mick Vincenz 

 

Exhibition view »Obsession«, (from left to right) 

Henry Moore, Two Piece Reclining Figure: 

Points, 1969; Henry Moore, Locking Piece, 

1962–63; Oval with Points, 1968–70, Repro-

duced by permission of The Henry Moore Foun-

dation, photo: Mick Vincenz 

 

Henry Moore, Large Four Piece Reclining Figure, 

1972–73, Reproduced by permission of The 

Henry Moore Foundation, photo: Mick Vincenz 
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Henry Moore, Working Model for Mother and 

Child: Hood, 1982, Reproduced by permission of 

The Henry Moore Foundation, photo: Mick 

Vincenz 

 

Antonio Rossellino, Madonna mit Kind, Mitte 15. 

Jh., © Arp Museum Bahnhof Rolandseck/ 

Sammlung Rau für UNICEF, photo: Horst Bern-

hard 
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Exhibition view »Creation«, showing works of 

Hans Arp and Henry Moore, © VG Bild-Kunst, 

Bonn 2017 applies for the works of Hans Arp, 

Reproduced by permission of The Henry Moore 

Foundation, photo: Mick Vincenz, applies for the 

works of Henry Moore 

 

Hans Arp, Die drei Grazien, 1961, © VG Bild-

Kunst, Bonn 2017, photo: Mick Vincenz 
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Henry Moore, Three Standing Figures, 1945, 

Reproduced by permission of The Henry Moore 

Foundation, photo: Henry Moore Archive 

 

Henry Moore at the Bahnhof Rolandseck, 19 

September 1979, Portrait of Lothar Wolleh,  

© Oliver Wolleh 

 

 


